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The Discharge Coefficient of a
Planar Submerged Slit-Jet
The discharge coefficient, CD , of a planar, submerged slit-jet has been determined
perimentally over a relatively wide range of Reynolds number values: Re5100–6500,
where the slit width (w) and the average streamwise velocity (^U&) at the exit plane are
used to define the Reynolds number. The CD values exhibit a strong dependence on Re
Re,800. For Re.3000, CD achieves an apparent asymptotic value of 0.687 for
present nozzle design. This value is about 12% higher than the potential flow valu
contrast, the velocity distribution along the centerline was in excellent agreement
that of the potential flow solution. The experimental techniques that were used to eva
the CD~Re! values, their numerical values, the corresponding uncertainties, and
possible influence of the geometrical design of the nozzle on the results are presen
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Introduction
The discharge coefficient,CD , of a nozzle or other constriction

is a characteristic of practical significance. For low-subso
flows, CD depends both on the flow-field geometry and flow Re
nolds number. Blevins@1# provides representative values. The d
charge coefficient of a planar, or quasi-two-dimensional, s
merged slit-jet is considered in the present communication. A t
dimensional slit-jet, which can be easily simulated using a la
aspect ratio:BN /w@1, opening in the wall of a plenum, has bee
analyzed using potential flow methods; see Birkhoff and Zar
tonello @2# and Vallentine@3#. The analytical value of the dis
charge coefficient of a slit-jet, which delivers an inviscid flu
from an ‘‘infinite’’ plenum, is 0.611. The effect of a finite plenum
width ~H!, for a two-dimensional orifice, has been analytica
evaluated by Ali@4# using potential flow methods. These calcul
tions show that CD(H/w>10) is negligibly different from
CD(H/w5`). The minimum value ofH/w for the present study
was selected as 18 which removes the influence of this param
on theCD value.

The development of a vena-contracta, with the correspond
contraction of the separating streamlines and the acceleratio
the centerline fluid elements to the maximum velocity magnitu
U0 , is a distinctive feature of both circular and planar~as studied
herein! sharp-edged orifices. For the flow of an inviscid flu
through a slit jet, the separating streamlines continue to cont
and the vena-contracta is asymptotically approached. Howe
for a physical submerged jet, the vena-contracta has been fou
occur at about one slit-width downstream from the exit plane;
Ali @4#. Physical jets also exhibit natural instabilities which res
in the formation of symmetric and ‘‘two-dimensional’’ vortice
along the shear layers. These vortex motions have been studie
Beavers and Wilson@5#, Clark and Kit@6#, Foss and Korschelt@7#,
and Ali @4#.

For a slit-jet, the discharge coefficientCD is defined as

CD5

E
A
V~0,y,z!• idA

U0Aj
, (1)

whereV(0,y,z) is the time-mean velocity vector at the exit plan
of the jet,i is the unit vector in the streamwise~x! direction,U0 is
the maximum velocity on the centerline (ū(x,0)→U0 for x'w
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and for sufficiently large Re values!, and Aj is the area of the
orifice given by the product: (wxBN), where BN denotes the
breadth of the nozzle. In terms of the spatial average velocity,^U&,
which is defined as

^U&5
1

Aj
E

A
V~0,y,z!• idA, (2)

the discharge coefficient becomes

CD5
^U&
U0

. (3)

The measurement techniques to determine^U& and U0 are de-
scribed in the following section.

The purpose of this paper is to

i. present the experimentally determined values of the d
charge coefficientCD of the present submerged slit-jet ove
the Reynolds number range: 100<Re<6500,

ii. compare the experimental results with the potential flo
solution of the slit-jet flow field emanating from a finit
width ~H! plenum as shown in Fig. 1,

iii. discuss the influence of the nozzle plate geometry—as
pressed by its thickness (tN) and the inclination angle (aN)
of the relieved surface~see Fig. 1!—on the value ofCD ,
and

iv. present an explanation for the differences~as well as the
elements of agreement! between the experimental resul
and the corresponding quantities in the potential flow so
tion.

Experimental Configuration
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the flow facility th

was used in this investigation. It was designed withH/w.10, so
that the influence of the ‘‘outer’’ side walls on the development
the jet is minimal. Water or a water-sugar mixture were used
the working liquids in this finite duration, gravity driven
‘‘steady’’ flow facility. ~This unique experimental facility has bee
fully described by Ali and Foss@8#!. As shown in Fig. 1, the
present flow facility is comprised of two major units:~i! a glass
tank~A!, and~ii ! a clear plastic structure called the nozzle hous
~NH! which is given the code description ‘‘C’’ in Fig. 1. The two
nozzle plates with beveled edges are supported at right angle
the jet-axis by the NH; the nozzle plates form the planar slit-
The tank is filled with a working liquid such that its level is abov
the nozzle plates under the conditions of static equilibrium. T
liquid-filled space above the nozzle plates is designated ‘‘the
num;’’ the space below is called ‘‘the receiver.’’ The portion of th
enclosed space above the nozzle plates, that is not liquid fille
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termed the ‘‘low pressure cavity~D!.’’ The NH has partially open
sides below the plane of the nozzle plates~see the outflow to the
receiver in Fig. 1! and an air tight cover plate~above the nozzle
plates! which supports a bleed valve~E!. There are two additiona
openings in the cover plate:~i! a pressure tap connected to
pressure transducer~F!, and ~ii ! a vacuum tank connection~I!.
The latter is used to lower the pressure inD thus raising the liquid
head~h! in the NH. The slit-jet flow is caused by allowing atmo
spheric air to enter at a controlled rate through the bleed va
This valve is operated by a computer controlled stepper moto
ensure a satisfactory approximation to a time steady exit fl
from the plenum during the data acquisition period. Specifica
the pressure inD is linearly increased with respect to time in ord
to compensate for the linear decrease in the differential eleva
h, between the plenum and the receiver. In combination, the
effect isdU0 /dt50 during the period of data acquisition.

Concurrent measurements were made over a wide range o
~100–6500! to determine the two velocities,^U& andU0 . Specifi-
cally, a single channel laser Doppler velocimeter~LDV ! was used
to measure the time average velocity on the centerline,U0 , at
x/w>2. The spatial-average velocity^U& was determined by us
ing a novel device, a volume flow sensor~VFS!, as shown by ‘‘B’’
on the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The air, that is trapped in
inverted cup, is pressurized as the water level in the receiver
is increased during the ‘‘run time’’ of the experiment. Since
precise relationship, as described in the next section, can be
perimentally established between water level and the pressu
the inverted cup, and since the water level in the receiver
creases slowly, the air pressure:pl(t), value from the cup pro-
vides a reliable measure of the time-dependent volume of flui
the receiver and, hence, its time derivative that is equal to
discharge flow rate,**u(x50,y,z,t)dydz.

Ideally the nozzle plates should be very thin. However,
practical reasons of strength, the nozzle plates were fabric
using tN512.7 mm stock. The plates were beveled at an an
aN560 deg with respect to the plane of the nozzle plates, see
1 for the definition ofaN . Two values were used for the width,w,
of the slit-jet: 12.7 mm and 25.4 mm. Hence, the ratiotN /w was
1 and 0.5, respectively. The aspect ratio,BN /w, was equal to 21.7
and 10.8, respectively.

Evaluation of CD

The companion paper, Ali and Foss@8#, provides a detailed
description of the flow control process that provides a steady-s
slit-jet flow for an elapsed time that is sufficient to record sta
614 Õ Vol. 125, JULY 2003
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tically stationary centerline velocityū(x/w52,0)5U0 and the jet
exit average velocitŷU&. These values represent the flow beha
ior at a given Re andtN /w.

The LDV measurements ofu(x/w52,0,t) are averaged ove
the same time period,Dt, as that for^U& to yield U0 . In this
manner, theCD(Re,tN /w) values can be obtained as shown in E
~3!. The evaluation of thêU& and theU0 values, that are to be
used in establishingCD5CD(Re,tN /w), are the essence of th
present contribution. As such, considerable care will be taken
identifying the source of these values including the bases for t
uncertainty estimates. These considerations are given in the
lowing subsections.

Evaluation of U0

A Thermo Systems Inc., 35 mW He-Ne LDV system~primitive
by today’s standards but adequate for the task at the time o
execution and for the required purpose of providingu(x/w
52,0,t) as an accurately determined quantity! was used in this
study. A counter-system~Model TSI 1980! was used to determine
the Doppler shift frequency of the small particles that reliab
follow the fluid velocity in this benign (U0]U0 /]x50) environ-
ment. The fixed volume of liquid in the glass tank identified byA
in Fig. 1, made it a relatively simple matter to obtain a dens
seeded environment; polyvinyltoluene particles with a mean
ameter of 2m were used to provide the scattering centers. Hen
the preset counter output frequency: 308 Hz was readily met w
updated velocity values. For reference, at a Re value of 3000
jet width w512.7 mm, this sample rate nominally provides
measured velocity value each 0.77 mm or 0.06 w. For the sam
value andw525.4 mm, the spacing is 0.38 mm or 0.015 w.

Individual u(x,0,t) measurements are, in principle, subject
the LDV phenomenon of velocity bias~where high-speed fluid
elements have a larger probability of being ‘‘captured’’ by t
instrument!; see, e.g., Adrian@9#. This effect is, of course, exac
erbated if the velocity variation at a given location exhibits
‘‘wide’’ probability density function~pdf! and if there are signifi-
cant time delays between data samples. The above discus
shows that the latter effect is not a factor in these measureme
The measured intensities~Ali @4#! were of order 0.1(5ũ/U0) at
the x/w52 measurement location. Hence, velocity bias effects
the present experiment will not influence the integrity of theU0
measurements.

Evaluation of ŠU‹

A single device, the volume flow sensor~VFS!, was used to
determinê U& for the present experiments. The VFS takes adv
tage of two intrinsic attributes of this experiment:~i! the receiving
reservoir ~G of Fig. 1! is characterized by an area:Ar , that is
313Aj for w525.4 mm ~or, 623Aj for w512.7 mm), and~ii !
air, at low-pressure rise values, is incompressible. Hence, the
of Fig. 1, will remain void of liquid as the liquid level around it i
raised in the experiment. The air pressure, however, will be
creased in proportion to the increasing submerged depth,hl , of
the VFS. This correlation between the rise in the liquid level a
the rise in the pressure in the inverted cup was used to calib
the VFS. The calibration method is described below:

Consider that the nozzle opening is blocked for a condit
where the initial water level:ho(1), in ‘‘G’’ is known. If a con-
trolled amount of water (Mc) is added to the reservoirG, then the
water level rise (ho(2)2ho(1)) can becorrelated with the added
water. The inverted cup of the VFS will be slightly submerged
the condition:ho5ho(1). There will be a corresponding voltag
(Ep(1)) from the pressure transducer. Following the addition
the water, the voltage increment

DEp~1!5@Ep~2!2Ep~1!# (4a)

5Cprg@ho~2!2ho~1!# (4b)
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Estimates of errors in the width w, span B N , and the area of the jet A j for the two jets

w
m

dw
m

BN
m

dBN
m

Aj
m2

dAj
m2

0.0127 431025 0.275 531024 3.483631023 3.464431025

0.0254 631025 0.275 531024 6.994631023 6.841631025
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will be recorded as the output from the pressure transducer; h
Cp is the calibration constant for the pressure transducer. He
the first controlled mass of water:Mc(1), will be proportional to
the increment inEp as

Mc~1!;DEp~1!. (4c)

This provides a calibration technique:

Mc;DEp . (4d)

If the confining walls of the glass tank are vertical, then

DEp5CmrArDho . (4e)

This calibration procedure included measurement of the den
of water using a picnometer. ForMc , a top-loading weighing
scale was used to measure water in amounts of 15 pounds~6.8
kg!, or 30 pounds~13.6 kg! at a time to pour into the tankG. The
height of the water in the four corners ofG was measured using
steel rule, and the laboratory computer was used to digitizeEp .
An average height,hG , of the water in the tank was found fo
each addition ofMc . Using the measured density of the water, t
volume of water poured,VC , was determined fromMC for each
case;VC was then used to determine the area of the rece
Ar(hG) at each heighthG . The average value ofAr was found to
be 0.2136 square meter with standard deviation equal to 0.0
square meter or nominally 0.2% of the mean area.

A linear regression analysis between the measured voltageEp
and the average heighthG yielded

hG5b01b1Ep (5)

whereb0 andb1 are the coefficients of the linear regression. T
estimates ofb0 andb1 were 0.03255 mm and 25.2201 mm/vo
respectively, and the corresponding estimates of standard
were found to be 7.933E-3 mm and 3.572E-3 mm/volt.

In a given experiment, the voltage increaseDEp , correspond-
ing to the pressure rise in the cup, was measured over a given
interval Dt, which is the same as the interval for which the ce
terline velocity datau(x52w,y50,t) were acquired using the
LDV system described above. UsingD(Ep)/D(t) in the calibra-
tion equation yielded the average rate of rise of water in the
ceiverVr :

Vr5DhG /Dt5b1DEp /Dt. (6)

The use of the continuity equation to equate the outflow from
plenum to the receiver-inflow yielded the temporal/spatial aver
velocity of the jet^U&, which is expressed as

^U&5b1

Ar

Aj

DEp

Dt
. (7)

Uncertainty Analysis
A conservative estimate of relative uncertainty inCD ,

dCD /CD , can be obtained from the general error propagat
formula:

dCD /CD5@~d^U&/^U&!21d~U0 /U0!2#1/2, (8)

whered^U&/^U& anddU0 /U0 are the relative uncertainties in th
spatial/temporal average velocity and the maximum centerline
locity of the jet, respectively. It will be shown at the end of th
section that the uncertainty in̂U& is the dominant term and rep
resents the uncertainty inCD .
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The relative uncertainty in̂U&: d^U&/^U&, was determined us-
ing the general error propagation formula applied to Eq.~7!. It is
expressed as

d^U&

^U&
5F S d~DEp

DEp
D 2

1S d~Dt !

Dt D 2

1S dAr

Ar
D 2

1S dAj

Aj
D 2

1S db1

b1
D 2G1/2

. (9)

The first term, of the five terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~10!,
is the largest. It depends upon the execution of the experimen
a given Re, and the characteristic of the pressure transducer
For the present work, the first term was evaluated from the c
acteristic of the Validyne DP15-22 pressure transducer and
measured voltage differenceDEp in the cup for each experiment
More specifically, the estimate of errord(DEp) was obtained
from the linearity specification: 0.2% of the full scale of the pre
sure transducer; this translated to60.01016 volt. A conservative
estimate: 0.0212 volt was used ford(DEp), for evaluation.

The time:Dt513.3 seconds, was used in all measurements
Re,4000. For higher Re values,Dt was reduced to shorter time
of about eight seconds to accommodate the height of the inve
cup. Specifically, the larger flow rates required a shorter elap
time for the given volumetric restriction imposed by the invert
cup. The influence of this reduction in time is discussed late
this section. The error inDt, related to the error in computer cloc
timing, is negligibly small in all cases.

The estimate of standard deviation found in the area of
receiver,Ar ~see section titled ‘‘Evaluation of̂U&’’ ! was used as
the estimate of the errordAr , namely,dAr50.0004 m2 and Ar

50.2136 m2. The normalized error (dAr /Ar) remained constan
for jets of both widths. The error in the area of the jet,dAj , was
determined from conservative estimates of errors in the spanBN ,
and the width,w of the jet. The jet widths were measured car
fully several times during the course of this investigation. T
estimates of standard deviation of the measured values were
termined and used as estimates of errordw. Table 1 lists the
values ofdw for the two jets. The spanBN was common for both
jets; a conservative value ofdBN50.5 mm has been used to de
termine dAj in each case. Extreme combinations ofBN and w
were used to compute the estimate of errordAj . Table 1 also
lists the estimates of the areasAj and the corresponding erro
estimatesdAj .

The last term in the error propagation formula~Eq. ~9!! relates
to the error in the coefficient of linear regression used in
correlation of the VFS voltageEp and the head of water colum
hG in the reservoirG. The corresponding estimates of standa
error were determined using the method described by Beck
Arnold @10#, p. 43, for both coefficients:b0 andb1 . The estimate
of standard error were determined. The estimate of standard e
in b1 was used fordb1 ; the values were:b1525.22 mm/volt and
db153.571931023 mm/volt.

Figure 2 presents the estimates of relative uncertainty in
measurements of^U& made in jets withw512.7 mm and 25.4 mm
using water and water-sugar mixture. A similar, and strong dep
dence on Re is evident for both water jets. The beneficial effec
using the more viscous water-sugar mixture over water is a
observed for low Re cases. Around Re51000, the relative uncer-
tainty in ^U& for a water jet is about twice the corresponding val
for a water-sugar jet; this factor increases with decreasing Re.
JULY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 615
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Fig. 2 The relative uncertainty in the measurements of ŠU‹ as a function
of Re
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a given Re, the high viscosity water-sugar mixture has to be ru
a higher velocitŷ U& as compared with a water jet at the same R
For a given jet widthw and run timeDt, the higher velocity
water-sugar jet results in a higher volume flow from the jet res
ing in a higher voltage differenceDEp . This reduces the relative
uncertainty in^U&. In addition, the higher density of the wate
sugar jet causes a higher hydrostatic pressure as compared w
water jet thus producing a favorable condition of reducing m
surement uncertainty.

Figure 2 shows that the estimates of relative uncertainty in^U&,
with increasing Re, tend to assume an asymptotic value of a
1%; however, an increase to nominally 1.5% is observed at
.4200. This is caused by the reduction in the run timeDt dis-
cussed earlier in this section.~This shows that the relative unce
tainty at low Re could have been reduced by regulating the
time Dt.)

Regarding the uncertainty in the measurement of the velo
on the centerline of the jet,d(U0)/U0 , it is noted thatU0 was
measured using a laser Doppler velocimeter~LDV !. This device,
unlike other instruments, is not required to undergo calibrati
However, in order to gain confidence that all elements of the L
system were functioning as expected. The system was checke
measuring the linear velocity of a clear plastic wheel mounted
a speed regulated DC motor. The velocities reported by the L
measuring system compared quite well with the velocities
the disk.

Hence, considering Eq.~9!, the uncertainty ind^U&/^U& is
taken to represent the uncertainty indCD /CD .

Results and Discussion
Laser Doppler velocimetery measurements along the cente

of the jet: ū(x,0), as described by Ali@4# have been executed fo
500<Re<2900. The experimental protocol for these measu
ments produced one time series ofu(x,y50,tk) values for each
experiment at eachx location and each sample time (tk) for the
LDV measurement. Hence, there are corresponding uncertai
in the ū, the^U&, and thex locations for each data set. The unce
tainties in the two velocities have been discussed in the prev
section. The agreement betweenū(x,0) for the experimental and
the potential flow cases is considered to be quite strong as sh
in Fig. 3; the reported values are the best estimates of the re
with a 95% confidence and with a nominal uncertainty of t
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order of 1%. The strong agreement shown in Fig. 3 between
experimental and the potential flow results does not extend to
CD values as noted below.

Figure 4 presents the values of discharge coefficient,CD , as a
function of Re. The relative uncertainty in the determination
CD has been estimated in the previous section to vary from 1%
nominally 9% for the lowest Re values with a confidence inter
of 95%. At low values of Re~,800!, CD shows a strong Re
dependence in whichCD increases as Re decreases. Given
results of the uncertainty analysis presented in the previous
tion, especially for Re,1000, it is important to consider the influ
ence of uncertainty on the trend ofCD just described. For Re
between 300 and 1000, the plot in Fig. 4 contains data from th
independent jets. The uncertainties for water as the working fl
and for both widths were relatively large: 3%–9%. However, t
uncertainty for the water-sugar jet was significantly lower 1.5%
2.5%, as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, theCD data~see Fig. 4! in
the same range of Re exhibited similar values for jets of b
liquids and both widths. In other words, even though the unc
tainty estimates ofCD for the low Re data are relatively high, th
trends shown by theCD values for the three independent j
widths are in quite good agreement.

The observation thatCD depends strongly on Re for Re,800,
can be made rational by noting that the boundary layer thickn
at the separation lip, will increase as the Re value is decrea
Since the fluid near the nozzle wall will have less inertia than t
of the unsheared fluid, and since the physical extent of the for
will be increased as the Reynolds number is decreased, the
wall fluid will be able to execute a curved path with a smal
radius of curvature as the Reynolds number is decreased. In
regard, it can be expected that the jet width at the vena-contr
will be larger for smaller Re values. This interpretation of t
physics of the flow is compatible with the observed increase in
CD values as the Re value is decreased below a nominal valu
800. By extension, this physical reasoning would suggest that
value ofCD would approach 0.611, the value ofCD for a slit jet
flow of an inviscid fluid, in the limit as the Re value becom
large. This expectation was not, however, supported by the m
surements. As shown in Fig. 4,CD apparently achieves an
asymptotic value of 0.687 for Re>2000 and for thetN /w50.5
nozzle configuration. TheCD values fortN /w51.0 configuration
are larger~for Re>1500) and the limited Re range does not pe
mit a corresponding limiting value to be confidently inferred, a
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Normalized mean velocity distribution along the centerline of the jet.
The solid line represents the potential flow velocity distribution. The accu-
racy of the measured velocity is estimated to be within Á1%.
s
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beit a value of 0.717 is suggested by the trend of the availa
data. This suggests that the contraction of the jet is greater
tN /w50.5 than in the case oftN /w51. The 0.687 value is abou
12% larger than the 0.611 value predicted by the potential fl
analysis.

Idelchik @11# quotes, without further attribution, a range of di
charge coefficients: 0.598–0.609, for a thin slit-jet (tN less than or
equal to 0.03 w! that separates an upstream plenum from a do
ering
ble
for

t
ow

-

n-

stream receiver. For the reasons stated above, the present au
consider the potential flow value:CD50.611, to be the minimum
possible value for this geometric configuration. It is, therefo
inferred that:~i! the Idelchik values represent a bias error in t
experimental procedure~unspecified! that was used to obtain
them, or~ii ! the orifice was not sharp edged.

The apparent asymptotic approach to 0.687 in Fig. 4 sugg
the presence of a geometry-dependent effect on theCD values.
Fig. 4 Distribution of discharge coefficient CD as a function of Re in jets with
two different nozzle configurations: †w,t N Õw,B N Õw ‡ †12.7 mm, 1, 21.7 ‡ and
†25.4 mm, 0.5, 10.8 ‡. Note that two different working liquids were used for the
jet with wÄ12.7 mm. See Fig. 2 for the corresponding estimates of uncertainty
in CD . The solid line represents the potential flow solution for CD .
JULY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 617
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Specifically, it is inferred that the values are influenced by
thickness,tN , of the nozzle plate, and by the wedge angleaN , for
this relatively thick nozzle. See Fig. 1 for thetN and aN defini-
tions.~This latter value is 60° in the present study and it is app
ent that this angle will influence theCD value asaN→90 deg.!
Support for the inference of the (tN /w) effect is provided by the
CD data in which two different slit-widths were used.

The influence of the nozzle-plate geometry onV(0,y
'6w/2,z) for Re.1500 was suspected to be caused by an al
ation of the entrainment path in the near-field of the jet. In
case of the relatively thicker nozzle plate (tN /w'1), there will be
more obstruction to the entrainment flow than in the case of
relatively narrower nozzle plate (tN /w'0.5). Variations in the
entrainment flow can alter the pressure field in the vicinity of
jet exit which, it is inferred, allows the relatively thicker nozz
plate flow to contract less at its vena-contracta as compared to
flow contraction associated with relatively thinner nozzle pla
The overlapping of theCD values, for the two jets, below R
'1500 suggests that for these values of Re the viscous effect
dominant, and therefore, the near-field is less sensitive to the
ometry of the nozzle. The present results suggest that the
field for Re,1500 may be ‘‘universal’’ in nature, i.e., free from
geometry-dependent effects. This inference has not been ex
mentally evaluated.

The inference, thattN /w is the causal factor for the experimen
tal CD values to be larger than the potential flow value, is giv
support by the thickness constraint quoted by Idelchik@11#.
Namely, the present experimental thickness values: 0.5w
1.0w, are significantly larger than the largest acceptable va
0.03w, given in that reference.

It is known from the previous studies,@4–7#, that the sub-
merged jet becomes unstable and develops symmetric~and span-
wise! vortex motions for Re values greater than 250. Figure
however, shows a continuous decrease in theCD values with in-
creasing Re without a marked variation around Re'250. It is
therefore inferred that the formation of the vena-contracta is
fluenced only by the development of the boundary layers on
nozzle plates and not by the formation of vortices downstream
the exit plane.

Reference was made at the beginning of this section to
excellent agreement between the calculated and the meas
~over a sixfold range of Re! values ofū(x/w,y/w50)/U0 ; see
Fig. 3. The velocity field:u(x,0,t), that is time-averaged to obtai
these observed values, can be reliably described by the Eulers’’
equation since the conditions of ‘‘inviscid flow behavior’’ an
‘‘incompressible flow’’ are clearly valid from the upper plenum
the vena-contracta. The third constraint: steady flow, that wo
be required for the derivation of the Bernoulli equation is n
strictly valid for this flow condition given the presence of th
vortex motions. The Bernoulli equation, for this flow, would be

pk~x,0!1r
ū2

2
~x,0!5pk~plenum! (10)

wherepk5p1rgx is the ‘‘kinetic pressure’’ introduced by Potte
and Foss@12# as an appropriate variable that combines the lo
static pressure and the gravitational body force effect in the
ferential momentum equation.

The LDV data of Ali @4# show that the velocity fluctuation (ũ)
levels are nominally: (ũ)/Uo50.041 atx/w51. Hence, it is rea-
sonable that the experimental data show qualitative agreem
with the ‘‘steady-state’’ conditions of Eq.~10!.

Considering the good agreement~shown in Fig. 3! between the
calculated and the measured longitudinal velocity distribut
over the Re range 500–2900, the strong dependence ofCD on Re
over the same Re range shows that the influence of shear ef
~development of boundary layers! on the nozzle plates is offset b
some other physical effect. The Euler-n equation relates the cen
terline pressure,pk(x,y50), to the radius of curvature,R, and the
velocity, V, along a curved path ‘‘n’’ which is everywhere normal
618 Õ Vol. 125, JULY 2003
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to the local streamlines and which extends from the atmosph
~1! to the jet centerline~2!. This trajectory is shown schematicall
in Fig. 5. The centerlinepk distribution is given by

pk~x,0!5pk-amb1E
1

2 rV2

R
dn (11)

where pk-amb is the ambient pressure in the receiver.~See, for
example, Potter and Foss@12#, for the kinetic pressure as well a
the Eulern equation development.! It has been argued above th
the radius of curvature of the separating streamline~near x50,
y56w/2) increases with increasing value of Re. Hence, the
tegration path 1–2 shown in Fig. 5 will also change with R
Apparently, this change occurs such that the nondimensional p
sure distribution along the centerline remains independent of
In other words, an adjustment in the curvature of the streamli
in the vicinity of the exit plane of the jet is believed to be respo
sible for the quantitative agreement of the viscous and the po
tial flow pk(x,y50) distributions. Note that in this descriptio
pk-amb has been assumed to be constant along the curved pa
the separating streamline. However, given the results of differe
in the values ofCD for the two jets, and the fact that th
asymptotic value ofCD is different from CD (tN /w'0), it is
conjectured thatpk is smaller than the ambient value in the corn
between the beveled surface of the nozzle plates and the sep
ing streamlines. This will cause the jet to deflect outward from
centerline thus resulting in a larger value ofCD . The complete
inference is, then, that a combination of the modified stream
trajectories and the reduced pressure near the separation poin
responsible for the increasedCD value. These effects would b
difficult to experimentally assess. An accurate numerical simu
tion may be the most effective way to test this hypothesis.

Conclusions
The discharge coefficient,CD , of a submerged two-

dimensional slit-jet shows a strong Re dependence for Re,800.
For higher values of Re and for the nozzle design:tN /w50.5,
aN560 deg,CD achieves an asymptotic value of 0.687, which
nominally 12% higher than the potential flow value: 0.611.~The
measurement uncertainty is61.5% for Re.2000 with a confi-
dence interval of 95%!. The experimental data also suggested
asymptotic value ofCD50.720 fortN /w51.0 albeit the data are
not sufficiently complete to fully test this inference. Hence, a g
metric, as well as a Reynolds number, dependence is inferred
the slit-jet CD values. The convergence of theCD values for Re
,1500 suggests the limited influence of the geometric parame

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the influence of Re on the
trajectory of the separating streamline. The curve 1–2 repre-
sents the path of integration normal to the streamline.
Transactions of the ASME
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tN /w, for low Re values. Conversely, it is conjectured that a g
metric parameter: the shape of the downstream portion of
nozzle, influences the entrainment path of the fluid for
.1500. This shape is inferred to alter the pressure field near
exit plane which, in turn, increases the discharge coefficien
response to these entrainment/pressure field effects.
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Nomenclature

A,B,C,D,
E,F,G,I 5 elements of the experimental facility~see Fig. 1!

Aj 5 area of slit-jet5w3BN
BN 5 breadth of nozzle
CD 5 discharge coefficient of the slit-jet~see Eqs.~1!

and ~3!!
g 5 acceleration due to gravity
h 5 head of liquid column in the NH above the liquid

level in the receiverG ~see Fig. 1!
hI 5 head of immersion depth in the volume flow sen-

sor B ~see Fig. 1!
hG 5 head of liquid in the receiverG
H 5 distance between the walls of the channel-like pl

num ~see Fig. 1!
i 5 unit vector in the streamwise direction
n 5 outward direction normal to stream line~see Fig.

5!
pk 5 kinetic pressure~see Eq.~11!!
pl 5 pressure in the inverted cup of the volume flow

sensorB ~see Fig. 1!
p0 5 kinetic pressure at vena-contracta whereū5U0

~see Eq.~11!!
R 5 radius of curvature of the separating streamline o

the jet ~see Eq.~11!!
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Re 5 Reynolds number based onw and ^U&
tN 5 thickness of nozzle plate~see Fig. 1!

^U& 5 spatial/temporal average velocity of the jet atx50
~see Eq.~2!!

U0 5 ū (x'xm ,y50); xm'w for a viscous fluid, and
xm→` in the potential flow case

ū 5 time mean of the longitudinal velocityu(x,y,t)
u8 5 fluctuating component ofu(x,y,t)
V 5 magnitude of velocity

Vr 5 velocity sensed by the cup of the volume flow se
sor B ~see Fig. 1!

V 5 time mean velocity vector
w 5 slit width

x, y, z 5 streamwise, lateral, transverse coordinates

Greek Symbols

aN 5 bevel angle~see Fig. 1!
b0 ,b1 5 coefficients of linear regression~see Eq.~5!!

y 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
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